Animal Tissue Culture Workshop – 11 / 12/ 13/ 14/ 15 September 2012
1. If you are organizing and advanced course, I would like to hear from kind of
experts, who have delivered lectures during this course. Also make sure that
more practice is given for culturing and passaging, instead of cell count, growth curve. But
overall I got a great insight into ATC theoretically.
2. More of such workshops are required for faulty to be well equipped with ATC techniques for the
benefit of the students.
3. If possible special sessions should be organized for college students, since many colleges do not
have ATC set up. Special sessions to address the business opportunities in the field/how to set
up business – basic steps.
4. Please advertise broadly so that more people/students will benefit, also more interactions with
institutes.
5. If this 5 days workshop will extend upto 10 to 15 days. Then we can get more and more
information. I realize that instead of workshop if you can run crash course, then it is beneficial to
get a job or start our carrier in this subject. Thank you very much!!!
6. The practical session was very nice. All supervisors have done a great job. My sincere request to
you is through this course we got very useful basic knowledge, if you could organize some
advanced training related to this field it would be very helpful to us.
7. Excellent campus facilities. Very well organized program. Organization committee is found to be
very enthusiastic and friendly. The whole program had a very good professional touch. The food
was nice.
8. The overall programme arranged was very nice and I really learned lot and also enjoyed it. All
practicals were good. Venture Center labs are very nicely equipped with all necessary
equipments. All teachers were good. I thank Venture Center for arranging this workshop.
9. The faculty here is very good, always smiling and making the environment very healthy and
friendly. It was very useful for me to hear such best scientist sharing their experiences and
research. For future you can arrange such workshops for chromatography, flow cytometry etc.
10. The workshop exceeded my expectations in certain aspects, specially the practical sessions.
Hearing and learning from eminent scientists was an honour and had many of my doubts
regarding ATC cleared. Thank you all and keep up the good work. All the best for your future
endeveours.
11. May be a lecture on tissue‐ ECM may be useful, cell interactions with scaffolds and some
introduction to relevant research in the area. Jayashree mam’s experience was very useful and
she conducted the practicals very well.
12. I got more interest in ATC after doing this workshop.
13. I got a lot of practical knowledge from this workshop. Also I got much more theory knowledge
from lectures. I would like also like to thank the staff for the workshop.
14. I enjoyed all the lectures and practicals. I like that you take a test before and after workshop so
we can see our progress.
15. I hope that next time ATC will be more in detail specially in case of stem cells, cancer and chick
embryo culture.

16. I would suggest to organize this course as more practical oriented and in a suitable frame of
time. I think this course should have been for 3 days. The chick embryo culture technique is not
a widely standardized and validates technique and should not been included in the curriculum.
This might be because my expectations from the course were different.
17. It’s g good to include those topics which have direct relevance/application in the
field/industry/research. It may not be good to include techniques which are not widely accepted
and adopted or known/used. More people like Dr. Dhere will add a practical dimension to the
laboratory techniques learnt/known about during the workshop. All contributors who delivered
lectures were really deeply associated in the tissue culture techniques and learning from them
was a matter of privilege. Thank you very much for giving this opportunity. Giving the book was
a very good idea.
18. Overall the workshop was well managed, we felt uninhibited to ask questions to such an
experienced and senior scientist. Also I was impressed by their down to earth and humble
attitude. I wish we could have worked more by doing practicals under their guidance. It was
designed proper but it was a bit clumsy and chaotic in the practicals. This was the only hitch in
the programme.
19. I would like to thank all the organizer and who organized this workshop. In this workshop I came
to know many great scientists of India like Dr. Sudha Gangal mam, Dr Ulhas Wagh, Dr. Bhonde
sir, Dr. Alpana moghe mam, Dr. Datar mam, dr. Bhisey sir who gave well and basic of ATC
leactures and cleared all doubts what I had. I also want to say please arrange advanced
workshop on ATC.
20. Worshop was excellent. Just would like to make a request‐ if you can make any provision for
interaction with you as a team will be helpful. You can come up with some sort of membership
or may be use the library etc. Thank you for the wonderful experience.
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